WARRANTY OVERVIEW
GIRBAU INDUSTRIAL

INDUSTRIAL SOFT-MOUNT WASHER-EXTRACTORS

GIRBAU INDUSTRIAL
3-YR LIMITED PARTS
5-YR KEY COMPONENT

No hour restriction for
open pocket washers.

HS-SERIES
HS6057 Stat/Tilt – 130-pound capacity
HS6085 Stat/Tilt – 190-pound capacity
HS6110 Stat/Tilt – 255-pound capacity

DRYING TUMBLERS

GIRBAU INDUSTRIAL
3-YR LIMITED PARTS

No hour restriction for
open pocket dryers.

GT- & ED-SERIES
GT170 - 170-pound capacity
GT200 - 200-pound capacity

ED-SERIES
ED1250 - 140-pound capacity

CONTINUOUS BATCH WASHING SYSTEM

GIRBAU INDUSTRIAL
2-YR LIMITED PARTS or
6,000 OPERATIONAL HOURS

CONVEYORS, TUNNEL WASHER & EXTRACTION PRESS
ICP-4 or ICP-3 - Inclined Loading Conveyor
HCP-4 - Horizontal Loading Conveyor
TBS-50 - Continuous Batch Washer
SPR-50 - Water Extraction Press
CE+, CED+ - Shuttle Conveyor
CEDD+TWIN - Double Shuttle Conveyor

INDUSTRIAL DRYERS
ST1302 - Pass-Thru or Stand
Alone Dryer
ST2700 - Pass-Thru or Stand
Alone Dryer

FACTORY REPLACEMENT PARTS
For all new replacement parts, the remaining term of the limited warranty of the Equipment to which the parts are incorporated for one year (12 months) from the date of sale of the parts, whichever time period is greater.
INDUSTRIAL IRONERS

3-YR LIMITED PARTS or 9,000 HOURS
5-YR KEY COMPONENT or 15,000 HOURS
7-YR ROLL & HEATED-CHEST or 21,000 HOURS

HEATED-CHEST
PC80 - 32-inch diameter roll; 118", 130", 138" finishing widths; 1-, 2- or 3-rolls
PC120 - 48-inch diameter roll; 118", 130", 138" finishing widths; 1-, 2- or 3-rolls

IRONING SYSTEMS
Compact+ (Feeder, Ironer, Folder, Stacker & Accumulator)
CP24 - 24-inch diameter roll; 130" finishing width
CP32 - 32-inch diameter roll, 130" finishing width

FEEDERS

2-YR LIMITED PARTS or 6,000 OPERATIONAL HOURS

DRM+ - Compact High Production Feeder
DRB5 - 2-3 Station Feeder
DRI+ - Single-Station Spreader Feeder
DRF - 2-4 Station Spreader Feeder

FOLDERS

2-YR LIMITED PARTS or 6,000 OPERATIONAL HOURS

FLATWORK FOLDERS
FR+ - Multi-lane Folder/Cross Folder
STACKER - FR+1AP or FR+2AP

TOWEL FOLDERS
FTB - Single-sort Towel Folder
FT-MAXI - 3-4 Sort Towel Folder

FACTORY REPLACEMENT PARTS
For all new replacement parts, the remaining term of the limited warranty of the Equipment to which the parts are incorporated for one year (12 months) from the date of sale of the parts, whichever time period is greater.